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ABSTRACT  

Studies have shown that cocoa and chocolate have many medicinal properties. Many 

clinical benefits are derived from cocoa including dietary antioxidants, inhibition of 

dangerous clot formation and improving blood circulation. The aim of this study was to 

assess consumer perception of attributes and health benefits of cocoa. A total of 282 

respondents were interviewed or questionnaire were given to be completed. Respondents 

were residents in 4 municipal assemblies in the Greater Accra region of Ghana. In all six 

attributes that served as input variables were the focus of the investigation to ascertain how 

consumers perceive these to influence health benefits of cocoa. The regression model was 

used to analyze the perception attribute and useful deductions were drawn to ascertain the 

acceptance of attributes and health benefits of cocoa. The results showed that consumers 

perceive cocoa to have many clinical benefits. Two attributes or input variables namely 

Cocoa and cancer management and cocoa butter as skin remedy had no significance in the 

prediction of response variable. It is recommended that Government provide the enabling 

environment and introduce tax waivers to support local manufacturers of cocoa. This will 

reduce cost of operations. There is the need for an intensive consumer education, 

sensitization and awareness creation in order to shift consumer attitudes and perception.   
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CHAPTER ONE  

INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Background to the study  

Health attributes and benefit of cocoa consumption have become important as a result of changing 

lifestyle and food consumption patterns (Hassler, 2002). Consumer health consciousness is 

increasingly becoming key factor driving the agro food industry (Nestle, 2013). Healthier food 

products have entered global markets in such an alarming rate and rapidly gaining grounds. 

Invariably this emergence has resulted in industry responding with growing variety of new cocoa 

products with corresponding health- related benefits. Cocoa products such as chocolate ensure 

provision of essential nutrients including vitamins and minerals and additional health benefits 

when consumed within acceptable levels on regular basis (Watson et al., 2013). In reality not all 

foods available on market and are tagged as having proven health benefit and reliable data to 

warrant such claim. There are variety of cocoa products classified in terms of the strength of 

evidence and recommended intakes. Cocoa products though not magic bullets or regarded as 

panaceas for poor health habits remain one of the key areas mostly investigated and marketed in 

food and nutrition sector in recent times. Cocoa products can be described as having health 

attributes and benefits since it provides taste, aroma as well as nutritive value (Latif, 2013).  

Knowledge in this area is very necessary for more understanding in consumer choices with respect 

to cocoa products. Grunert and Aachmann (2016) came out with the three dimensions of quality, 

as a result of evaluative judgment, drawing relationship between the subject and the object, 

consumer accepting products in terms of its value. The three properties of consumers are search, 

experience and credence (Ford et al., 1988). Perceived quality demand subjectivity, the level of 

value perceived and reported by consumers when it utilizes and derive benefits from product 

consumption (Wiedmann et al., 2009). Consumer perception of quality is the most valuable 
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considered factor in product choice (Zeithaml, 1988). Consumer avid drive towards enrichments 

with proven nutritional effects has resulted in the acceptance of healthier foods. Within a 

population set up, older adults are likely to benefit tremendously from healthier foods as a result 

of age-related issues pertaining to food and health. At the time of purchase, the health benefit of 

food is not readily accessible hence consumers have to rely on nutritional information, health 

claims as well as intrinsic and extrinsic quality attributes (Padel and Foster, 2005). These attributes 

include taste, appearance, labeling, wholesomeness, convenience and processing method (when 

disclosed) which tend to influence consumer judgment. The long-term success of cocoa and cocoa 

products in the marketplace hinges on consumer attitudes, acceptance and perception with regards 

to these products. However this cannot be achieved in a vacuum, an effective communication of 

nutrition and health information is necessary in ensuring long term success in terms of patronage. 

The bioactive constituents of cocoa products thus offer remedy to the increased risk of chronic 

disease among older adults (Scapagnini et al., 2014). This is as a result of its antioxidant and anti- 

inflammatory properties.  

  

1.2 Problem statement and justification   

Various attributes and health dimensions of a product affect consumer perception of the product 

and hence its patronage on the market (Roitner-Schobesberger et al., 2008). Cocoa comes with 

many health benefits which has been proven scientifically but what consumers think is another 

matter. The level at which these good attributes of cocoa is appreciated by segment of consumers 

is not known. As a result of the huge cost of health delivery in the country, there is the need to 

channel resources to the preventive health care in order to reduce this burden on the economy. The 

fact still remains that the effect of diseases on individuals and their dependents such as family and 

employers is huge. Diseases prevention, control and management through natural means as well 
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as leaving healthy life styles are the necessary key in our quest for improved health delivery. The 

results of this study would be of immense benefit to consumers and the general public.  To the 

academia, the findings of this research could serve as reference material for further research in the 

area of assessing consumer perception of health benefits of cocoa which will be addition to 

knowledge in this field.  

  

1.3 Aims and objective of the study  

The main objective was to assess consumer perception of attributes and health benefits of cocoa. 

In addition, to understand consumer behavior and what influences their choice and acceptance of 

products derived from cocoa. The specific objective was to investigate the influence of 

demographic characteristics such as age, gender, education and cultural settings on the perception 

of attributes and health benefits of cocoa consumption. It was also to determine which of the six 

input variables play significant role in the determination of consumer perception of attributes and 

health benefit of cocoa. Finally, the project sought to assess consumer acceptance of health benefits 

of raw cocoa powder and dark chocolate as against sweetened and other processed cocoa products.   
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CHAPTER TWO  

LITERATURE REVIEW  

  

2.0 Introduction: Brief history of cocoa  

Forastero, Trinitario, and Criollo are the three main varieties of cocoa (Laurent et al., 1993) . The 

world cocoa production is made up of Criollo 5% and Forastero form 80- 90% (Barry, 2016).  

Criollo is regarded as delicacy even though it is very rare. Criollo is originated from Central, South 

America and also Sri Lanka and the Caribbean. The color of Criollo bean is white to pale and taste 

is usually described as delicacy yet complex owing to its low in classic chocolate. Criollo is 

considered the prince of cocoa but is more vulnerable to harsh weather conditions (Galleano et al., 

2009). Forastero is the most commonly grown cocoa and is less susceptible to diseases, much 

harder and provide much yield than Criollo. The full- bodied flavor of chocolate is as a result of 

the purple color of Forastero beans (Bekele et al., 2006). It is often blended with superior cocoa as 

it is bitter to taste within a short duration and unsupported by secondary flavors. Forasrero has 

many subspecies including Amelonado, Cundeamor, and Calabacio (N’Goran et al., 1994). 

However, Amelonado is the most widely cultivated of all (Motamayor et al., 2013). Criollo variety 

has been around since origination of cocoa and compared to Forastero originating from the 

Amazonas is seen as a variety that is foreign. Originating from Trinidad, Trinitario which is 

described as a natural hybrid due to cross pollination, has certain unique attributes such as 

hardiness, high yield and an improved taste attribute of Criollo. Its demand on market is high due 

to its excellent flavor and yield (Galleano et al., 2009). Another variety, Nacional is well 

recognized for having unique characteristics of splendid aroma despite its weaknesses of being 

easily attacked by diseases and its peculiar cultivation. Cocoa has a characteristic flavor that is 

independent on soil type, temperature, sunshine, rainfall and the variety (Ahmed et al., 2012). The 

flavor of cacao beans is independent on the variety, soil, temperature, sunshine and rainfall.   
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Perception and attitude  

  

Perception is the means by which a consumer assesses a sensory situation and be able to provide 

meaning to the environment (Ashford and Cummings, 1983). In psychology, perception is the 

means of identifying and offering meaning to information on sensory. Perception includes how 

consumers respond to sensory information. Perception defines how information is picked by an 

individual from the environment and reacts to it within that same set up (Lombard and Ditton, 

1997).  In philosophy, perception entails how individuals relate to beliefs concerning something or 

how they see the world around them. The study of perception, this is seen as what an individual 

subconsciously give in or out from the sensory perspective which forms an image of an object, in 

this case a product (Puth et al., 1999). Angell (1912) defined perception as consciousness in 

reference to a particular item available to the sense. This may originate in an organs’ stimulation 

and depends on how our past influences the present outcome. In marketing, perception is important 

as consumers either act or react as a result of perception and not what they objectively realize 

(Schiffman, 1991). An attitude is the correlation between what impression consumers have about 

a product and what they actually purchase during shopping (Foxall, 1994). Attitude towards a 

brand is derived from perception of a consumer of the attributes associated with that brand. An 

attitude is defined as a learned ability to respond to something in a particular way (Evans, 2006).  

An attitude is a lasting overall assessment of an individual or object (Solomon et al., 2008).  

Consumers consider health as an important characteristic just like taste. They develop choices for 

particular food attribute which is usually enhanced by personal quest for a long lasting and extreme 

living standard (Huang, 1996).  

2.1 Health benefits of cocoa   

Consumers consider the health dimension of food at par with taste and these two are top most 

criteria in assessing and choosing suitable food product according to research previously 
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conducted. Consumer preference for improved health dimension is driven by their quest for long 

life and also meeting the high standard of expectation (Padel and Foster, 2005). Cocoa and 

chocolate is known through research to have medicinal properties. Consumers prefer healthy eating 

habits so they continue to have better life (Dima et al., 2012). Well documented research reaffirms 

characteristics of chocolate as stimulant, aphrodisiac, antidepressant etc. Cocoa has lot of health 

benefits including supply of high dietary antioxidants, influence blood pressure positively, prevents 

physical signs due to aging, reduces menstrual pain, enhances energy, improves blood circulation, 

shows resistance to tooth decay, boosts fertility in both sexes, inhibits dangerous clot formation 

within blood vessels, affords anti- cancer and cancer prevention properties, promotes cleansing 

and detoxification of the body, rich dietary iron which helps to fight anemia, improves memory 

and general brain functions, supply important dietary minerals ,offers healthy levels of dietary 

fiber, protects blood vessels, boosts sense of well- being (NCPCC- COCOBOD). Research show 

that diet rich in flavonoids is able to reduce remarkably the effect of arterial thrombosis (Arts and 

Hollman, 2005) and moderate intake of cocoa and allied products such as natural cocoa powder 

substantially increases platelet performance (Flammer et al., 2007).  

Castell et al (2013) indicated that cocoa intake is linked with resistance to oxidative stress.  

Research shows that cocoa and chocolate intake contributes to retardation of cancer growth 

(Kanadaswami et al., 2005) and performance immune system including the inflammatory outlook. 

In addition cocoa other is effective in minimizing effects of high blood pressure, cholesterol, 

constipation, obesity, cancer, bronchial asthma, sugar disease, all aspect of neurodegenerative 

diseases. Cocoa also provides quick cardiovascular health and brain health (Katz et al., 2011). 

Cocoa is also beneficial in the treatment of copper deficiency. The cocoa bean exhibit mood 

enhancing and exerts protective effects against neurotoxicity. Cocoa provides anti- carcinogenic, 

anti- inflammatory, antioxidant properties and presents enormous health benefits (Sarriá et al., 
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2014). Research conducted on pregnant women show that high cocoa proportion in chocolate 

consumed in moderation resulted considerable reduction in blood pressure, glycemic as well as 

improved liver function with effect on weight gain (Di Renzo et al., 2012). Cocoa bean is the fruit 

of the Theobroma cacao tree and the extracts from cocoa beans is cocoa. Cocoa has high levels of 

flavanol most especially, epicatechin, catechin and also procyanidins known for its blood pressure 

lowering effect (Latif, 2013).  

  

2.1.1 Evidence of antioxidant properties of cocoa  

  

Evidence show that cocoa provide higher antioxidant activity that enable it neutralize the oxygen 

based free radicals resident in the body. Cocoa retards LDL oxidation within the human system 

(Vinson et al., 1999), it enhances antioxidant effects of plasma (Osakabe et al., 2001) and causes 

reduction in development of reactive agents (Rein et al., 2000). Also cocoa contain a high level 

phenolic phytochemicals and flavonoids. The phenolic content in cocoa reduces during processing 

(Rusconi and Conti, 2010). Many of the beneficial effects of cocoa and chocolate are associated 

with the antioxidant effects of the polyphenols found in cocoa. Flavanols such as catechin, 

epicatechin, and procyanidins which are polyphenols is responsible for chocolate antioxidant 

activity (Latif, 2013). Within the cardiovascular system cocoa consumption play key role in 

preventing disease condition (Keen et al., 2005). When colonic fermentation is over, condensed 

tannins which are proanthocyanidins sometimes become bioactive antioxidants. However there is 

disagreement of the antioxidant effectiveness of cocoa when consumed with milk, some research 

indicate reduction in antioxidant activity whereas other study shows that the inclusion of milk 

solely reduce the removal of metabolites from urine. Cocoa flavanol antioxidant function is due to 

the ability to minimize effects of free radicals, retard the activity of enzymes that provide reactive 

oxygen species (ROS), metallic chelate and reduce antioxidant resistance (Watson et al., 2013).  
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2.1.2 Cardiovascular health and cocoa  

Studies undertaken recently show that products derived from cocoa have the potency of minimizing 

certain conditions that lead to the development of heart disease. These conditions include high 

blood pressure (BP), intense platelet agitation, high LDL concentration and oxidation etc. The 

antioxidant property of flavonoid such as epicatechin and gallic acid in cocoa ensures 

cardiovascular protection of cell damage and strengthening of the heart ((Katz et al., 2011). The 

development of endothelial nitric oxide (NO) in cocoa leads to the lowering of blood pressure 

when there is vasodilation. Cocoa flavanol content is known for inhibiting angiotensin changing 

enzyme (ACE) function that cause reduction in blood pressure. Previous study confirm the 

existence of strong antioxidants found in the cardiovascular unit works by regulating NO- 

synthesize process to reduce blood pressure. Cocoa prevents blood clotting and ensures prevention 

of diseased condition such as atherosclerosis (Katz et al., 2011). Stearic acid though saturated fatty 

acid in cocoa doesn’t elevate cholesterol levels but contribute in reduction of heart attacks. Sugar 

free cocoa powder is reported to be more clinically beneficial than that with sugar content. With 

the latter there is decrease in both micro and macro circulation with the arteries due to moderate 

hyperglycemia (Grassi et al., 2015).  

  

  

  

2.1.3 Cocoa and blood pressure management  

The flavonoid- rich cocoa helps in reducing blood pressure (BP) and enhancing the elasticity of 

blood vessels (Watson et al., 2013). There has been in depth study in this aspect of which results 
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shown positive effect on the heartbeat and relaxation as a result of the antioxidants present in cocoa 

which enable stimulation of nitric oxide that assist in keeping blood vessels in relaxed state. The 

overall effect is an improvement in the circulatory system. During blood circulation, blood is 

pushed toward the arterial walls and the extent of force it exerts determines the blood pressure. 

Another contributory factor to high blood pressure is the size of the arteries. When the heart relaxes 

to fill the arteries blood pressure is low but it is high when the heart beats to move blood into the 

arteries (Gaciong et al., 2013). When the artery gets narrower or constricts the pressure of blood 

circulating is higher and when the muscular walls of artery dilates or relaxes blood pressure lowers. 

Long duration of continuous consumption play significant role in blood pressure reduction, the 

longer the duration of continuous consumption, the better even with smaller dose. Heavy dose 

within period leads to weight gain and significant reduction found in younger population than 

adults  (Watson et al., 2013). The reduction of elastin and rise in collagen and glycosaminoglycan’s 

causes stiffening of arteries. When it is consumed in acceptable proportions arterial stiffness and 

vascular resistance reduces thereby improving vascular performance. Effect of cocoa consumption 

on consumers is more pronounced in young persons as a result of reduced vascular reactivity due 

to physiological stimuli. Hypertension is not recorded when there is temporal rise in blood due to 

an intense physical activity which reduces when the stress is over (Joyner and Casey, 2015). Heart 

disease, arteries hardening (atherosclerosis), kidney disease are some of the complications of 

hypertension. Cocoa has an effect on blood cholesterol. Extensive research on cocoa reveals both 

hypoglycemic as well as hypocholesterolemic influence on glucose and cholesterol levels. The 

outcome indicates reduction in triglycerides, LDL cholesterol and glucose.   
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2.1.4 Cocoa and the nervous system  

Cocoa has neuroprotective effect on learning as well as memory function (Nehlig, 2013). Previous 

works attest to the fact that the consumption of cocoa and cocoa based products improves blood 

flow to the brain and exhibit therapeutic potential for treating vascular disorders.  Clinical benefits 

of cocoa and chocolate consumption include mood enhancement, safeguarding the nerves from 

damage and swollen up, boosting general alertness and cognitive performance (Barnes et al., 

2013). Previous research conducted indicate flavanol in cocoa is quiet beneficial in boosting brain 

function especially where the consumer is cognitively impaired and is undergoing sleep 

deprivation, fatigue or aging (Bayard, 2007). Further investigation is required to clearly ascertain 

the exact process by which cocoa, chocolate and allied products exhibit the neuroprotective, 

neuroenhancing as well as neurostimulating attributes. Chocolate intake protects nerves from 

injury and inflammation.  

  

2.1.5 Brain function and cocoa  

Cocoa contributes in developing healthy brain which positively influences learning and memory 

function. It improves blood flow to the brain and evidence has confirmed its ability to contribute 

in curing vascular disorders. Nurk et al. (2009) investigated the capacity of flavonoid rich cocoa 

to protect the brain and for that matter the damaging effects of neurotoxins on neurons safeguarding 

against inflammation of neurons. Research reveals the overall direct effect of cocoa when 

consumed in enhancing memory, learning and also cognitive performance. It must be noted that 

despite the positive attributes of cocoa and chocolate on brain performance it has negative effects 

on cravings for food which ends up retarding cognitive function. Chocolate is undoubtedly among 

the highly acceptable and most preferred foods on the market owing to its attributes of taste as well 
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as creamy texture. Further in depth study is needed to confirm the effects of flavanol rich cocoa 

when consumed regularly over certain time frame in improving cognitive performance among the 

aged. Chocolate contain vitamin C and antioxidant flavonoids that has main components 

polyphenols like catechin, epicatechin and procyanidins that protect the brain and nervous system 

from getting dull with age and from free radical damage (Ahmed et al., 2012). In addition it keeps 

the brain and nervous system active even in old age. Chocolate contain vitamin C and antioxidant 

flavonoids that has main components polyphenols like catechin, epicatechin and procyanidins that 

protect the brain and nervous system from getting dull with age and from free radical damage. It 

improves brain efficiency by keeping it active and sharp as a result of increased serotonin levels. 

It is useful in treating nervous disorders for example Alzheimer’s disease.   

  

2.1.6 Cocoa as mood enhancer  

Cocoa consumption provides antidepressant form of influence on physiological condition (Parker, 

2013). It enhances feeling of contentment and aphrodisiac consequences. The caffeine content, 

theobromine, phenylethylamine found in cocoa are all stimulant in nature. They are effective mood 

elevators and antidepressants. Cocoa contain Tryptophan, an amino acid having relaxing properties 

and during tension and stress provide soothing and refreshing effects. Consumption of cocoa 

provides antidepressant form of influence on some physiological conditions. Flavonoids support 

in enhancing and tackling depression and develop cognitive processes when there is continuous 

mental exertion (Kidd, 2008). Consumption of cocoa also contributes in enhancing feelings of 

contentment and enhancing aphrodisiac consequences due to presence of neurochemical 

phenylethylamine. The extent of emotions can influence an individual appetite for food and hence 

the response to chocolate consumption (Macht, 2008). Recent research show that eating chocolate 
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reduces negative mood, whereas there is no or slight marginal effects when exposed to neutral and 

positive mood. The state of depression may be as a result of lack of phenylethylamine. Consumers 

of chocolate feel less depressed, anxious and irritated and the persistent call for chocolate is an 

indication of depressed condition. These minerals for instance zinc, potassium, calcium, copper, 

magnesium are found in higher amount in chocolate and its positive impact on cardiovascular 

condition cannot be overemphasized.  

  

2.1.7 Cocoa and diabetes management  

There is improved insulin resistance and also glucose metabolism upon consumption of cocoa 

which in turn helps in regulating sugar levels in the body. The body gain proanthocyanidins which 

support in the inhibition of cataract formation sometimes induced by diabetes (Varsha et al., 2014). 

Cocoa enables exertion of protective antioxidant activity useful for remedying conditions such as 

diabetic nephrotoxicity which is long- term complications of diabetes condition. This 

nephrotoxicity plays a significant role in diabetic mellitus and is mainly responsible for the severe 

renal disease. Oxidative stress is reached when free radicals worsen these diabetic complications 

resulting cell as well as tissue damage (Giacco and Brownlee, 2010). Cocoa thus provides a remedy 

to this free radical damaging condition by employing therapeutic aspect aimed at treating and 

preventing cellular injury. Evidence suggests that without polyphenols, products rich in fat 

including chocolate may hugely influence metabolism (Goya et al., 2016). This caused the 

commercially made cocoa and its allied products having lower levels of polyphenols and this could 

have negative impact on health as a result of its energy density and capacity to increase insulin and 

amount of cortisol. Chocolate due to its substantially increase caloric levels and fat content is not 

suitable to be recommended in preventing and management of diabetes- related complications. 
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Individuals suffering from type 2 diabetes are usually fat hence consuming chocolate may result 

in increased weight which will counteract beneficial effect of polyphenols (Farhat, 2014). Dark 

and sugar free chocolate or cocoa contain alkaloids such as caffeine which makes it bitter (Wirtz 

et al., 2014). The bitterness eventually neutralized sugar in the blood. Also these are stimulants 

that stimulate secretion of bile and insulin which contribute in breakdown of sugar thereby 

reducing sugar levels in blood. Cocoa consumption is effective in improving insulin resistance and 

glucose metabolism. The proanthocyanidins constitute contribute in inhibiting cataract formation 

in occasionally induced diabetes. Cocoa free radical scavenging properties exhibit therapeutic 

effect in preventing and controlling cellular injury. Thus insulin performance is enhanced when 

high quality products of cocoa have enough bioactive flavanol is consumed (Rostami et al., 2015). 

Finally, previous research shows that consumption of moderate amount of dark chocolate has the 

capacity of preventing the advancement of type 2 diabetes. A few components have been proposed 

to clarify the positive impact of dark chocolate on the improvement of type 2 diabetes as well as 

on insulin affectability, endothelial vascular capacity.   

  

2.1.8 Cocoa and cancer prevention  

The key health benefits of cocoa include suppressing of cancerous growth while enhancing growth 

of normal healthy cells. Flavonoids and procyanidins found in cocoa provide chemical prevention 

and anti-proliferative properties that does not only exhibit healing but also adds value in the 

treatment of cancer such as colon and prostate cancer. Cocoa suppresses cancerous growth while 

enhancing growth of normal healthy cells (Kanadaswami et al., 2005). Flavonoids in cocoa are 

good anti- carcinogen, thus prevent growth of cancerous cells (Yang et al., 2001). It is also help 

neutralize carcinogenic effects on free radicals.  
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2.1.9 Cocoa butter as skin remedy    

Cocoa butter is very effective for keeping good skin due to the presence of flavanol-rich cocoa 

when consumed assist in reducing the impact of UV- induced erythema (Katz et al., 2011). The 

overall effect is that there is a reduction of skin roughness and skin scaling, supports the elasticity 

of skin, also its hydration as well as density. Further study suggests that cocoa contains epicatechin 

which influences the elevation of oxygen saturation of hemoglobin and enhances effective blood 

flow through the dermal tissues. Cocoa butter is effective for keeping good skin due to presence 

of flavanol (Scapagnini et al., 2014). Cocoa butter ensures reduction of skin toughness and skin 

scaling, supports elasticity of skin. It influences elevation of oxygen saturation of hemoglobin and 

thus enhances effective flow of blood through the dermal tissues.  

The role of cocoa butter  

Among the valuable products derived from cocoa beans is a vegetable fat called cocoa butter or 

Theobroma oil. Clinical benefits include effective skin care, immune system booster, hair quality 

enhancement, prevents sign of ageing. It is applicable in various areas including cosmetics, 

chocolate, ointment and some pharmaceuticals. Cocoa butter bears the strong aroma of cocoa beans 

hence has similar taste and smell characteristics. Other equally important attributes include high 

stability when compared to other fats. It has antioxidant properties which prevent rancidity and has 

a shelf life of 2 to 5 years. The presence of fatty acid and antioxidants make it suitable for reducing 

inflammation of the skin. Cocoa butter improves the general appearance and strength of the hair. 

It provides moisturizing hair and contributes in the reduction of scars on skin. It supports hair 

growth and slows down development of male baldness. Cocoa butter acts as a barrier to protect 

the skin from environmental factors as well as skin damage and irritation. Cocoa butter fatty acid 

component which is an antioxidant agent make it suitable for reducing inflammation of the skin. 
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Cocoa butter is an effective remedy for eczema, rashes, psoriasis as well as other type of 

inflammation on the body. Evidence show that considerable amount of cocoa butter when applied 

brings relief to the inflammation condition of the heart.  

  

2.1.10 Effectiveness of dark chocolate  

Dark chocolate intake has strong correlation with lowering of blood pressure (Wirtz et al., 2014) 

even though some trials have reported conflicting results. Previous research has demonstrated that 

there is considerable reduction in platelet aggregation after consumption of dark chocolate 

continuously for a certain period of time (Rein et al., 2000).  Other research works however 

indicate that upon consumption of cocoa or chocolate there is neutral effects. Cocoa consumption 

has overall effect such as protection on cardiovascular condition through reduced platelet 

aggregation, blood pressure and enhancing endothelial performance. Blood lipid profile is less 

affected by the saturated fat content in dark chocolate (Katz et al., 2011).  

  

2.2 Other benefits of cocoa   

Consumption of cocoa and cocoa products aids in treating copper deficient victims. Cocoa is quite 

effective in copper substitution therapy and enhances hemoglobin. Evidence available indicates 

that cocoa and for that matter, cocoa products are beneficial to individual suffering from chronic 

fatigue by exerting a calming effect (Watson et al., 2013). This is attributable to the release of 

neurotransmitters such as serotonin, phenylethylamine found in the brain that able to provide 

protective effects owing to oxidative stress on the neuronal cells and provide remedy for chronic 

fatigue syndrome (Castell et al., 2013).   
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In-depth research show potential benefits derived from consumption of cocoa and cocoa products 

in preventing high-fat diet induced obesity. When cocoa and cocoa products are consumed, it aids 

not only in regulating lipid metabolism but enhances reduction in synthesis and transport of fatty 

acids. Cocoa and cocoa products from research show an improvement in thermogenesis as well as 

have an effect on heat production in adipose tissue and in the liver (Yang et al., 2004). In addition, 

cocoa exert stimulating characteristics (aphrodisiac effects) due to its theobromine and 

phenethylamine content (Afoakwa, 2008).  

Extracts from cocoa have demonstrated therapeutic and wound healing attributes during processing 

of medicinal products that are natural. When extracts used in producing medication is applied 

appropriately, it retards the development of infectious diseases in the human system. Cocoa rich 

phenolic content provide anti- inflammatory effect on consumer (Gu and Lambert, 2013).  

Studies show that consumption of cocoa husk enhances therapeutic effects in controlling chronic 

constipation as well as diseased bowel function conditions. Previous study indicate that cocoa 

improve bowel function, frequency of bowel movement and provide regular stool that is softer 

with no related side issues including pain in abdomen as well as gastrointestinal discomfort.    

The xanthine and theophylline content in cocoa beans play a dual role in supporting relaxing 

bronchial spasm and also the opening of bronchial tubes to provide easy flow of air which is 

necessary for overcoming allergies such as asthma and shortness of breath.  The overall beneficial 

effects of cocoa are due to the presence of flavonoids which has the anti-platelet aggregating effect 

and also contribute in regulating basic hemostasis which is an indication of the duration of a blood 

clot. The beneficial effects of cocoa in the general well- being of the consumer is the prevention 

of disease conditions including atherosclerosis and thrombosis.  
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Epicatechin and catechin are the two major flavanol that are used treating neurodegenerative 

condition such as Alzheimer (Mandel et al., 2008). Flavanol contribute in minimizing oxidative 

stress in the mind. This results in the prevention of neuronal cell destruction and protects the 

cellular membrane from cytotoxicity.  Previous study reveals that the flavonoid component in 

cocoa has pain relieving properties in certain parts of the body most especially the cranial nerve  

(Nehlig, 2013). As a result of its pain relieving attribute, cocoa butter is recommended for 

Asthmatic, heart, abdominal pain patients. During period of pain, chocolate acts to improve insulin 

sensitivity despite the pain resistance experienced at the time.  

  

2.3 Consumer segments  

Quality measurements vary significantly among consumers. Despite the fact that there are singular 

contrasts, individuals can be fragmented by particular qualities that clarify the way individuals 

relate sustenance to the achievement of qualities. These characteristics called nourishment is 

related to way of life (Grunert, 2002), are not item specific which can be referred to as obtaining 

thought processes from quality view point. Buyers are motivated by the means of nourishment or 

obtaining ready to eat foods, eating conditions, means of assessing quality attributes and purchase 

decisions (Verbeke et al., 2013), which we characterize as the expectation. The various categories 

of food consumers include the careless, conservative, uninvolved, rational and the adventurous 

food consumers. Consumers found in groups are inspired by social environment rather than the 

economic aspect (Goodwin et al., 2008).  
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2.3.1 Careless food consumer  

This group of consumers show most of the attributes of uninvolved food consumer since food is 

not considered as important in their day to day activities. They are very young and usually found 

in big cities but are well educated lying in the upper income bracket. One striking difference 

between the careless and uninvolved food consumer is that the careless food consumer are keen in 

seeking novelty products and react spontaneous in their purchase. They only value convenience 

and their interest in food quality is low.   

  

2.3.2 Uninvolved food consumer  

They consider other challenges in life more important than food related issues hence are not keen 

on shopping. They rather fancy the convenience aspect of food and hence show less interest in 

shopping. Their food purchase motive is not strong, and the interest in food quality is with respect 

to the convenience aspect. They show no interest in shopping, do not appreciate brand quality and 

unable to differentiate various products and do not prioritize in price at the time of purchase. 

Generally the uninvolved food consumer is young, single, reside in big cities however fall within 

the lower income bracket.   

  

2.3.3 Conservative food consumer  

The conservative food consumer reacts positively to taste and health related issues in relation to 

food stuffs but are less interested in the convenience dimension of food. Their household income 

levels are relatively lower when compared with other category of workers. They are mostly found 

in rural areas and for them inconvenience aspect is not important.  It is very difficult to convince 

to accept new products because they have strong preference for food and shopping. They are least 

educated, prefer settling in rural communities and their disposable income is simply low. These 
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buyers are stability and security conscious and they hardly deviate from traditionally accepted meal 

patterns.   

  

2.3.4 Adventurous food consumer  

The adventurous food consumers look for new recipe and are not interested in the convenience 

dimension. They demand and expect good taste of food products. This category of consumer 

consider fall within the younger population group having slightly above household. Self- 

fulfillment in food related issues is considered an important purchase motive. They are usually 

located in urban communities. As a result of their splendid educational background they earn 

higher incomes compared to other segment of consumers.   

  

2.3.5 Rational food consumer   

These consumers look for more information on products during shopping. Product price is a 

priority and very often adopt use of shopping list as a guide when shopping. Attaining desired goals 

in life, rewards and protection are considered during shopping. Majority of this category of 

consumers are women whose income and educational level vary from region to region. They 

usually reside in medium- sized towns and are mostly unemployed. They exhibit functional 

attributes including naturalness, freshness and healthiness. They are always striving for 

information during shopping hence very easy to inform about new product development. They are 

however very difficult to convince in accepting new products. Self- fulfillment, security and 

recognition are major purchasing motives for the rational food consumer.   

The significance of the four quality measurements that were recently portrayed contrast among 

shoppers (Yang et al., 2004). That is, the procedure of nourishment quality observation and 

subsequently, the decision of sustenance they make are separately characterized. Despite the fact 
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that there are singular contrasts, individuals can be fragmented by particular qualities that clarify 

the way individuals relate sustenance to the achievement of qualities. These characteristics, called 

nourishment related way of life (Grunert, 2002), are non-item specific and may be described as 

possessing thought processes, high standard ideas, purchasing propensities as well as utilization 

circumstances.  

  

In summary, the outcome of previous research confirm that there are many clinical benefits derived 

from cocoa and chocolate consumption. The advantages of consuming chocolate include 

prevention of physical signs of aging, provision of energy, efficient blood circulation, supply of 

high dietary antioxidants etc. Natural cocoa products are characteristically noted for increased 

platelet performance and resistance to oxidative stress. Cocoa is effective in managing high blood 

pressure, high cholesterol, obesity, cancer, diabetes, learning memory function etc. Constituent of 

cocoa function effectively as anti- carcinogen, anti- inflammatory, antioxidant which is attained as 

a result of high levels of flavonols such as epicatechin, catechin and procyanidins. The antioxidant 

properties enable neutralization of oxygen based free radicals and regulate NO synthesized 

process. The flavonoid content reduces blood pressure and improves elasticity of blood vessels 

thereby improving blood circulation. Catechin, epicatechin and procyanidins protect the brain and 

nerves from free radical damage. Cocoa acts effectively as mood enhancer. Physiological condition 

of consumers of cocoa products improve due to the antidepressant properties of cocoa.  

Caffeine, theobromine and phenylethylamine content of cocoa are responsible for these. The 

neurochemical content of cocoa (phenylethylamine) provides a feeling of contentment as well as 

aphrodisiac stimulating effects. Regulation of blood sugar levels is attained upon regular 

consumption of cocoa since there is improved insulin resistance and glucose metabolism. 

Consumers of cocoa gain protective antioxidant activity which inhibit diabetic neuphrotoxicity and 
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eventually retards cellular injury due to free radical damaging effects. Xanthine and theophylline 

found in cocoa are useful for asthmatic and conditions of shortness of breath by aiding bronchial 

spasm and opening of bronchial tubes.   

  

Dark and sugar free chocolate or cocoa has caffeine constituent which makes it bitter and 

neutralizes sugar in the blood. The dark chocolate has high level of flavanol which reduces along 

the production chain.  Cocoa enhances growth of normal healthy cells and at the same time retards 

cancerous cell growth. Flavonoid and procyanidins exhibit chemical prevention and anti- 

proliferative effects hence is a source of cancer management. Cocoa butter functions effectively 

for correcting skin deformities.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

CHAPTER THREE  

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

3.1 Questionnaire design   

Questionnaires and interview schedule were used in this study to obtain data. The questionnaire 

used to collect data was similar to that used by Cater (1996) which is inexpensive and easier to 
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gather information from a large section of population within short period of time. The 

questionnaire was designed to have both closed and opened ended questions and then tested to 

ascertain its reliability and validity (Brace, 2008). The questionnaire design offered respondents 

the option to select based on the score “I agree”, “I disagree” and “I neither agree nor disagree”. 

In addition, an assessment of respondent degree of disagreement on the perception of attributes 

and health benefits of cocoa was conducted. Respondents were given the option to answer 

questions by selecting “true”, “false” or “I don’t know”.   

  

Interviews were carried out for these reasons; to briefly introduce the objectives of the research, to 

assist respondents who could neither read nor write and also to explain key words to them. In depth 

interviews adopted served useful purpose as it minimized the “distance’ between the interviewer 

and the interviewee (Rubin and Rubin, 2011) and offer clear meanings (Bryman and Bell, 2015).   

The research was structured using existing literature on the attributes and health benefits of cocoa 

and the factors influencing them. The questions were separated into eight sections to assess the 

influence of these attributes on the perception of health benefits of cocoa. The first section tackled 

socio- demographic information, specifically respondent age, gender and education. The remaining 

sections indicate series of questions with assigned marks and depending on the response marks 

were awarded and summed up to represent the score for that attribute or input variable. Each 

assigned marks per attribute were totaled to 10. From the second section to the seventh these 

attributes were assessed, cocoa/ chocolate and pre- hypertension, cocoa as mood enhancer, cocoa 

and diabetes management, cocoa and cancer prevention, cocoa butter as skin remedy, cocoa in the 

brain and nervous system. The last section, section 8 aimed at predicting the response variable Y. 

The questions were designed to gauge their level of affirmation of attributes and health benefits of 
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cocoa.  This demanded an answer on a 6- point Likert scale similar to (Chen et al., 2011) . A score 

of 0 implies “I completely disagree” and 5 implies “I totally agree”. The questionnaire designed 

was similar to that conducted by (Fotopoulos and Krystallis, 2002). Higgins and Llanos (2015) 

also adopted same approach during a survey of American wine consumers. The questionnaire 

design ensures that data collected can be quantified, analyzed objectively and scientifically just as 

recommended (Wilson et al., 1994).   

  

3.2 Data collection  

The study was conducted between March and April, 2017. The primary data was collected through 

an in depth semi conducted interviews and questionnaire administration. In order for the research 

outcome to be representative, respondents were selected across all geographic areas within the 

municipality or assembly.  Data collection was done using a structured face- to - face interview 

and questionnaire administration. Persons engaged in administering questionnaire were carefully 

selected based on their previous research experience. These personnel numbering six were trained 

in order to obtain reliable data. Consultation with persons having solid background in local dialects 

such as Akan and Ga were done in order to understand and communicate true meaning of words 

in questionnaire to respondents. This approach was adopted in order to reduce human error and 

negative tendencies of poor communication.  In this study, respondents were selected by simple 

random sampling technique from all areas including densely populated areas such as markets, 

schools, at church, home and along the streets within an assembly or municipality. The estimated 

population of the study area is about 567,000 inhabitants referring to the outcome of 2010 

population and housing census (Ghana Statistical Service, 2010). The respondents were selected 

from the following localities South Municipal areas and the break down is shown in table 1 below.   
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Table 1: Study areas and number of respondents selected per zoned area  

  

  
  

Before questionnaire distribution, a pilot survey was conducted on a section of the population to 

ascertain the effectiveness of questionnaire as against the research objective (Simmons, 2001). 

This paved way for the final version of questionnaire to be used during face- to- face interviews 

with each section lasting almost 15 min. Questionnaires were administered through random 

sampling according to from cross section of the population including markets, schools, churches, 

academicians and the general public. Respondents were picked randomly (Montanari and 

Cicchitelli, 2014) to assess the perception of attributes and health benefits of cocoa. Hasher and 

Zacks (1984) described prior knowledge of respondents as fundamental factor when considering 

the individual ability to process information. The questionnaire supervisors went through the 

completed questionnaires thoroughly to ensure no gaps were left and where questionnaires were 

not adequately filled the forms were rejected.  

3.3 Data analysis  

  

The raw data contain demographic characteristics and scores for all the six attributes per 

respondent and is presented in Appendix 1. Analyzing section one, respondents demographics were 

grouped into three categories namely age, gender and education. The data was filtered for all 

categories of age, gender as well as level of education and keyed into the Microsoft excel.  This 

was attained by selecting data then followed by data analysis and regression model. The data for 
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input variables in x- range was first keyed in followed by the corresponding y- range values. New 

work sheet was created and all steps enumerated earlier were confirmed and this resulted in the 

generation of summary output results. Series of summary output results were generated depending 

on the categorization (Appendix 13 to 17). The same approach was followed to obtain descriptive 

statistics for all input variables. From this data, the various variables including percentile, 

maximum, minimum, mean, median, mode, standard deviation etc. were obtained. The data was 

evaluated using one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to ascertain the significant difference of 

p- value at 95% confidence interval (p <0.05), linear regression and descriptive statistics.  

  

3.3.1 The overall summary output data  

The raw data analyzed gave the overall summary output results which is presented in Table 2 made 

up of the regression statistics as well as the analysis of variance (ANOVA). In Table 2, attribute X1 

represent cocoa and pre- hypertension, attribute X2 represent cocoa as mood enhancer, attribute X3 

represent cocoa and diabetes management, X4 represent cocoa and cancer prevention, X5 represent 

cocoa as skin remedy, X6 usefulness of cocoa in brain and the nervous system. The regression 

results indicate details of regression statistics (Table 3).  
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Table 2: Regression results of perceived attributes  

  
  

  

3.4 Estimating response variable Y   

Equation 1 was derived from the results presented in the overall summary output (Table 2). The 

intercept and the respective coefficients of the 6 attributes (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6) were summed 

up to obtain multiple regression Equation 1  

Y= 1.753 + 0.139X1 + 0.36X2 + 0.1X3 + 0.0134X4 + 0.0646X5 + 0.154X6 …………. equation 1   

where 1.753 is the constant derived from the coefficient of intercept shown in Table 2 above.  

The results (Table 3) was inserted into equation 1 to obtain the corresponding estimates for mean, 

median and mode shown in Table 4.  
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  Table 3: Results from statistical test of perceived attributes  

  

The estimated results for Y variable using the three central tendencies is shown below.  

  

 Table 4: Estimates of perceived attributes of response variable  
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CHAPTER FOUR  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

4.1 Background information of respondents  

The study looked at the social demographic characteristics of the respondents selected in the study 

area. This was aimed at establishing whether their social demographic characteristics have any 

correlation with the perception of attributes and health benefits of cocoa. The outcome of data 

analysis is shown in Table 5.  

Table 5: Social- demographic characteristics of respondents  

  

  

In predicting response variable Y, median provided the highest prediction of 6.66 followed by mean 

6.43 and mode scored the least 5.98. Referring to the overall summary output, the measure of the 

strength of regression (R Square) is 0.49375 implying the observation is averagely close to the 

fitted regression line. In other words the model explains close to 50% of the variability of response 

and there might be other explanatory variables that are absent in this model. An average figure of 
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R Square value obtained is nearly the same for all aspect of demographic characteristics ranging 

between 49% and 50%. In reference to Table 6, input variable cocoa and pre- hypertension was 

significant (p< 0.05); cocoa as mood enhancer had p< 0.05 which is significant. In addition, cocoa 

and diabetes management cocoa as well as cocoa for brain and nervous system had p- value from 

ANOVA as shown in Table 6 were all significant in the overall prediction of the perception of 

attributes and health benefits of cocoa. Thus changes in these predictor variables are related to 

changes in the response variable.  

     Table 6: Summary output data for perceived attributes  

  

  

Results obtained for the overall summary output for 282 observations and presented in Table 6 

show that input variable 4 and 5, cocoa in cancer prevention and cocoa butter as skin remedy were 

insignificant since p value from ANOVA > 0.05 and hence had minimum influence in the 

prediction of response variable Y. Thus changes in these two predictors are not associated with 

changes in the response variable. The outcome of study also reveals that respondents with personal 

health challenges or those that have had personal encounter with cocoa products previously were 
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more willing and expressed confidence in their response during interviewing and questionnaire 

completion. They reaffirm their confidence in the potency and effectiveness of attributes and health 

benefits of cocoa and its allied products.  Those working or have relatives working directly or 

indirectly on cocoa also showed similar expression. Respondents view on perception of attributes 

and health benefits of cocoa though subjective was clear and emphatic. Their conviction of the 

effectiveness of cocoa and chocolate in the management and control of these conditions presented 

in this study as attributes was never in doubt. In a similar study on soy products, Hammond (2014) 

showed that the perceived health benefit index had some significant influence on consumption of 

soy products. The conclusion was that consumer perception of health benefits in soy products are 

influenced by their knowledge and nutritional awareness and that the health dimension 

motivational factor is very necessary. This is not different from the view expressed on the 

correlation existing between the impact of health information and food choices (Rimal et al., 2008). 

In the study, personal factors such as individual motivation in relation to health condition, diet 

related challenge or the background of consumer also played a role in the perceived attributes and 

health benefits of cocoa and cocoa products. This finding is consistent with the study which showed 

that consumer interest and high expectation on healthiness of food products influences more 

positively their attitude and choices (William, 2005). Consumer choice of health dimension is often 

driven by their quest for long life and meeting high standards of life (Roininen et al., 2001). Other 

investigations also revealed the personal factor with regards to the importance of health 

information and motivation in the individual perception and attitude towards foods products with 

claim of clinical benefits (Kanadaswami et al., 2005). Van Kleef et al., 2005 and Verbeke (2005) 

came out with the same assertion that an individual encounter with health condition may boost his 

responsiveness to food product owing to the improved knowledge and personal attachment 

involved. Bhaskaran and Hardley (2002) came out with the research findings that consumers 
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experiencing high cholesterol levels in blood may invariably have affinity for foods that are 

cholesterol free. Consumers having diet- related challenge either themselves or close relative may 

go in for products with little negative effect on them (Lähteenmäki et al., 2010). Even though 

consumer health knowledge motivates them to patronize functional foods, the individual 

perception of health benefits of the product is a key factor that cannot be ignored (Hammond, 

2014). Consumer perception of health benefits of soy consumption is enhanced when they attach 

personal fulfillment to it (Wansink et al., 2005). Study shows that previous experience with an 

ingredients and the associated claimed clinical benefit influences consumer perception.  

Affordability is a factor that is very essential to consumers (Ross and Harradine, 2010).  

  

4.3 The demographic characteristics and the perception of health benefits of cocoa  

The demographic characteristics have varying level of influence on the perception of attributes and 

health benefits of cocoa and this is assessed under three factors namely the age factor, the gender 

factor and the educational factor.  

      

4.3.1 Influence of age on the perception of health benefits of cocoa  

  

There is no significant difference between multiple R values for all the age categories which ranged 

between 0.6999 and 0.7079. R Square and Adjusted R also showed no significant difference among 

the various age categories (R Square ranges from 0.4914 to 0. 5011 and Adjusted R from 0.4786 

to 0.4898). In all the age categories, the influence of  predictor variable; cocoa and pre- 

hypertension, cocoa as mood enhancer, cocoa and diabetes management and effectiveness of cocoa 

on the brain and the nervous system, are significant in the overall prediction of the response 

variable Y since p- value from ANOVA is less than 0.05 (5%).  
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  Table 7: Respondent age and corresponding variables   

  
  

  

  

Changes in the predictor variables; cocoa and pre- hypertension, cocoa as mood enhancer, cocoa 

and diabetes management and usefulness of cocoa in brain and the nervous system performance 

are related to changes in the response variable. However, the influence of cocoa and cancer 

prevention and cocoa butter as skin remedy in predicting the response variable are insignificant 

since p- value from ANOVA is greater than 0.05 and can therefore be ignored. Referring to table 

7,  p- value for cocoa and cancer management at the various age categories is greater than 0.05 and 

that for cocoa butter also greater than 0.05. Thus changes in these two predictors are not associated 

with changes in the perception of attributes and health benefits of cocoa. From this study, the 

correlation between age of consumers and the perception of attributes and health benefit of cocoa 

is weak. This assertion is similar to findings by (Shafie and Rennie, 2012) that demographic 

variables including age, education may define organic consumers however the correlation between 

these is weak. The outcome of the study on organic food consumption indicated that age and 

income levels of consumers had very little influence on the amount of organic food consumption 

(Lockie et al., 2002). In reference to Hammond (2014), respondents in the upper age bracket 
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appreciated greater health benefits of soy product consumption much better than the younger ones. 

This is similar to the view that older consumers were more careful of how safe the food consume 

are (Vermeir and Verbeke, 2006). Likewise Kovalainen and ÖsterbergHögstedt (2013) and 

Roberfroid (2000) revealed that older consumers are more attracted to food with health related 

benefits than the consumers that are relatively young. The elderly were more careful conscious of 

their condition of health usually than the younger persons hence found it risky consuming 

chocolate due its high sugar content (Okraku, 2012). This is similar to older adults are more 

interested in their present and future health state (Pollow et al., 1994). Health consciousness 

increases with age (Macias and McMillan, 2008). The level of awareness and perception of 

healthier foods within the older adult population will greatly impact on the other age groups in the 

population.   

  

 4.3.2 Influence of gender on the perception and health benefits of cocoa  

In reference to Table 8 for the male category of respondents, cocoa and cancer prevention had p- 

value of 0.6786 for male and cocoa butter as skin remedy had p- value of 0.0660 which are all 

greater than 0.05 implying these attributes are of no significant effect on the prediction of response 

variable Y. On the other hand female respondents scored p- value of 0.5804 for cocoa and cancer 

prevention (> 0.05) but recorded 0.0479 as p- value for cocoa butter as skin remedy (<0.05). This 

is a clear departure from earlier findings.  
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Table 8: Respondents gender and the corresponding variables  

  

Thus female respondents considered cocoa butter as skin remedy very significant and a predictor 

for output results. This is a clear difference from the male respondents. Cocoa and pre- 

hypertension, cocoa as mood enhancer, cocoa and diabetes management and usefulness s of cocoa 

in brain and the nervous system performance are considered significant in this study. Implying 

these attributes are meaningful addition to the regression model and changes in these predictors 

are positively correlated to changes in the response variable. This outcome of study is consistent 

with studies that showed women to be affected by nutrition and health related issues than men as 

they are more focused on healthy way of living (Urala and Lähteenmäki, 2003); (Bogue et al.,  

2005); (Niva and Skär, 2006). Women are more eager in seeking issues related to their health 

(Chang et al., 2016). Other studies did not demonstrate the influence of gender. There was no 

significant difference between willingness of both male and female in the consumption of apple- 

pear beverage with health claim (Lyly et al., 2007) which is similar to study on cholesterol lowering 

effect of margarine between Dutch male and female  (De Jong et al., 2003).  Also Mialon et al 

(2002) and (Peng et al., 2006) indicated gender had no correlation to consumer acceptance of 
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bakery products. Some research suggests genders’ influence with perception of food depends on 

the carrier, the enrichment and beneficial claim associated with the food product (Ares et al., 2013; 

Mandell et al., 2007).  

Consumers of organic foods are older with tertiary educational background (Padel and Foster, 

2005); (Roitner-Schobesberger et al., 2008). There was however no significant difference between 

male and female category of respondent when comparing Multiple R and R Squared figures. 

Multiple R for male is 0.7017 and that for female is 0.7033. Multiple is the coefficient of multiple 

correlation and R Square is the percentage of variance within the dependent variable that the 

predictors can explain. Grunert et al. (2014) indicated that demographic variables including age 

and education may influence the consumer perception of health benefits of organic products even 

though the level of influence is insignificant.  

  

4.3.3 Influence of level of education on the perception and health benefits of cocoa  

Considering the educational background of respondents, attributes cocoa and pre- hypertension, 

cocoa as mood enhancer, cocoa and diabetes management and usefulness of cocoa in brain and the 

nervous system performance play significant role in predicting the response variable. This shows 

that consumers perceive these attributes of cocoa to be potent in providing remedy to these 

conditions and the level of perception is extremely high which cannot be ignored. The level of 

influence was respondent educational background was assessed. The correlation between 

educational level of respondents and the perception of health benefit of cocoa consumption was 

weak as R Square was averagely recorded (0.49) at all levels. In other words variation in 

educational level of respondents does not result in appreciable change of output results. Multiple  
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R range from 0.7007 to 0.7038 and R Square range from 0.4910 to 0.4948 showing the difference 

are negligible. Thus all six attributes accounted for almost half of the cause prediction of output 

variable and that there are equal amount of other factors which are external responsible for the 

output results.  

Table 9: Educational level of respondents and corresponding variables  

  
  

Respondents having had no educational background, basic education, secondary and tertiary 

education had p- value from ANOVA to be greater than 0.05 for attribute X4 representing cocoa 

and cancer prevention and X5 Cocoa butter as skin remedy, implying these attributes are of no 

significant effect on response variable Y. This is in contrast with the study on soy which concluded 

that consumer perception of health benefits of a product vary significantly in reference to the socio- 

demographic characteristics such as education. Well educated respondents are likely to appreciate 

health attributes of soy foods (Hammond, 2014). Similarly findings by Grossman and Kaestner 

(1997) showed positive correlation between level of education and health benefits. The more 

educated a respondent is the more exposed he or she is to nutritional and health information and 
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hence aid in their food choices.  Consumer level of education play a key role in the processing of 

information hence the lower the level of education, the lesser the level of information processed 

resulting negative effect during decision making (Capon and Burke, 1980).  

  

In the study on consumer attitudes, the research findings show that some respondents with higher 

educational background portray that they do understand the process. It’s expected that the level of 

awareness and perception of healthier foods within the older adult population will impact 

positively on the younger ones. The level of consumer trust and belief in the source of nutrition 

information are also core factors that influence acceptance of cocoa products as healthier foods.  
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CHAPTER FIVE  

CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATION  

5.1 Conclusion  

The outcome of the study provided useful information with regards to the perception of attributes 

and health benefits of cocoa. The outcome of study show that, with the exception of cocoa and 

cancer prevention, cocoa butter as skin remedy that have insignicant influence on the prediction of 

response variable, the other attributes namely; cocoa and pre- hypertension, cocoa as mood 

enhancer, cocoa and diabetes management, cocoa usefulness in brain and the nervous system 

indicated otherwise. Thus, these four attributes were found to have significant influence on the 

perception of attributes and health benefits of cocoa. Female respondents considered cocoa butter 

as skin remedy significant even though their male respondents considered otherwise. The research 

findings show that level of education had insignificant influence on the perception of attributes 

and health benefits of cocoa but rather the consumer knowledge on nutrition and health information 

that influence perception. The results affirm demographic variables such as age, gender, level of 

education may define cocoa consumption however the correlation is considerably weak. 

Consumers generally perceive cocoa and chocolate to have tremendous health benefits with 

minimum negative effects owing to the antioxidant properties, nutritional provision, blood pressure 

lowering effects. With the exception of few reported cases of overweight and the negative effect 

on diabetics due the sugar addition, cocoa generally has splendid, unique and vital constituents 

which impact positively on the well- being of the consumer. Dark chocolate and natural cocoa 

powder contains the highest amount of flavonoid rich constituents which is very good for the body 

comparable to the sweetened product and should be the preferred choice. It is suggested that 

consumers patronize the dark and natural cocoa powder and consider its bitterness as pre- requisite 

for improving their health status. It is recommended that consumers especially those that fall within 
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the upper age brackets reduce consumption of sweetened cocoa products. Increase consumer 

education and sensitization, stakeholder support, re- engineering and repackaging of products, 

consideration of environmental impact on product quality are recommended in order to attract 

more consumers in accepting cocoa as a healthy commodity.  

5.2 Recommendation  

Consumer education, sensitization and awareness   

There is the need for more education, sensitization and awareness creation of the general public on 

the attributes and health benefits of cocoa. Ghana’s Chocolate day acknowleged in February for 

showcasing benefits of cocoa is not enough, the awareness creation should be an all year round  

event. Cocoa’s strong antioxidant properties as well as other useful attributes should be 

communicated effectively to the general public. An effective sensitization and awareness creation 

will go a long way to improve the level of consumer knowledge on cocoa to help shift consumer 

behavior. Attitudinal and behavioral change will invariably influence positively on consumer 

choice and acceptance of various products made from cocoa. In addition, media education through 

advertisement should be inculcated in the entire sensitization process. The sensitization should 

come from perceived reliable sources such as health professionals, physicians, dieticians, friends 

and relatives since they are known to be trusted sources of nutrition and health information.   

  

Govermental and stake holder support  

Most industries especially those in the private sector should be supported by Government with an 

introduction of tax exemptions in key areas including raw materials importation. Alternatively, 

government can introduce special tax waivers to cocoa manufacturing organizations. This will 

attract more companies and subsequently reduce the monopoly of Cocoa Processing Company  
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Limited. Considerable flexibility in taxes would go a long way in reducing operational cost which 

will at the end of the day impact positively on the cost of the products on market. With the reduction 

in operational cost and improvement in product quality, consumers will definitely patronize these 

products on the market. Cocoa products of high quality and affordable coupled with improved 

accessibility will result in increased consumption and associated benefits. Once consumer 

patronage increase, the health status of beneficiaries will improve and lead to reduction of high 

cost of health delivery in the country.  

Marketing Strategy and Promotion  

Producers of cocoa and cocoa products should aim at re- designing and re- packaging products to 

attract targeted consumers. They must adopt consumer based approach to be responsive to changes 

in the dynamics at the market. The sugar content in some of the products derived from cocoa should 

be redesign as consumer health consciousness is increasing.The dark chocolate known to have high 

levels of flavanols and hence more potent should be re- packed to attract more consumers. 

Producers and manufacturers must be responsive to changes in dynamics of the markets.This can 

be accelerated by adopting well integrated communication strategies via the print and electronic 

media. The key local dialects can be used during this exercise to offer better understanding to 

consumers.  

Environmental factor  

The aspect of prevailing environmental factors should be carefully tackled since it has impact on 

consumer segments. The enviroment and prevailing conditions of consumer significantly influence 

consumer behavior and acceptance of products with health related claims.  
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5.3 Sugestions for future research  

There is the need to encourage more research in this field as the dynamics of consumer segments 

call for more hollistic approach if we are to chalk some success in wooing more consumers to 

appreciate the benefts of cocoa. In addition, sample size in future study should be increased to at 

least 600 respondents. Enough time for data gathering is to be provided. This is very essential to 

ensure better interaction between questionnaire administers and respondents and to ensure 

questionnaires are not completed under duress. Further in depth study on consumer attitude to food 

products with key focus on cocoa is needed, issues based on trust, social factor and income levels 

of consumers should form the central theme. Also ethnocentric evaluation in relation to consumer 

perception of attributes and health benefits should be considered in future study. Future study 

should be extended to other health conditions such as prostate cancer. In depth study should be 

done to ascertain other potential benefits of flavanoid rich cocoa. The study outcome should be 

compared to the consumers health status to ascertain the relationship between the previous health 

status and the perception of attributes and health benefits of cocoa.  
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